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Abstract: The awe-inspiring Zuojiang Huashan Rock Art Cultural Landscape in Guangxi Zhuang 
Autonomous Region, China is a World Heritage site. The painting on the towering cliff of Huashan 
beside the Left River is grand and imposing. Rock is significant in the mythology of Zhuang minority. 
People in the image of frogs contain the cultural elements of heaven and earth worship, thunder god 
worship, ancestor worship, frog god worship interweave with the extant customs of Zhuang nationality 
culture. History, mythology and reality explain and prove each other. The rough primitive image brings 
the ancient culture into the modern world, making the background of Zhuang culture, which inspire 
the modern men with their harmonious picture.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Zuojiang Huashan Rock Art Cultural Landscape in Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region in China 
was listed among World Heritage in July, 2016. 38 paintings sites included are scattered on  cliffs 
along the Mingjiang and Zuojiang (or the Left River). The largest of them, “Balai” or the Huashan 
cliff painting is a rarely-found huge primitive painting. Over 1300 pictures in different shapes are 
painted on the cliff which is 135 metres wide and 14 metres high, covering about 500 m2. “The 
mountain with picture of is located 15 km to the east of the city. Regarded as gods’ place, it is 
mysterious with phantoms or gods shown on it (Jin Hong).” “Armies in the sky” in Stories of West 
Guangdong described the astonishment and panic attack when people saw the cliff painting, “There is 
a towering cliff extending miles long with soldiers on horses armed with knives and sticks in Taiping 
Residence in Guangxi (in the present Chongzuo County). Some of them do not have heads. People in 
the boat were warned against pointing at them. Some who talked about it caught some disease (Wang 
Sen).   
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Fig1. See Culture Landscape of the Leftjiang Huashan Rock Painting， 

The cliff paintings arouse people’s interest after it was listed as World Heritage. Some books 
concerning the location, history, images, age of painting published lay the foundations for further 
exploration. There were 179 papers in CNKI (Feb.25, 2021), including papers from the perspective of 
archaeology (67 papers); art, calligraphy, photograph (31 papers); travel (21 papers); culture (10 
papers); music and dancing (8 papers); sports (6 papers); building (5 papers); Communication Studies 
(5 papers); Chinese literature (4 papers); Animation (4 papers); visual impression (2 papers); teaching; 
translation; medicine, etc. Some concern the meanings of paintings, such as “Interpreting Huashan 
cliff paintings: Postures and Luoyue Wizards Culture” deals with the quality of wizards and innocent 
happiness expressed in pictures; cliff paintings act as a deterrent to evil spirits (Chen Zhaofu, 2009: 
183); cliff paintings express Zhuang ancestors’ frog worship (Liang Tingwang, 2008: 34); paintings 
are multiple levels Totem culture, showing various rites of affiliation to god, breeding, god worship 
and ancestors worship (Pan Qixu, 1995); pictures of the traditional folk dance to the  songs of Zhuang 
minority (Huang Ruxun, 1992)… 

All these papers only refer to the part of paintings. However, rock paintings are special pictures 
consisting not only pictures but also the giant rock. Even if there are some papers concerning rock, 
they are about the topography, erosion, protection of the rock instead of one as part of the content of 
paintings.  
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Rock plays a significant role in Zhuang culture. It is a pity that rock itself is overlooked. There is 
artistic beauty and rich culture connotations in the rock of the Huashan cliff painting. The grand beauty 
of the rock painting lies partly from the giant rock, the basis and background of the cliff painting. 
Famous scholars of Zhuang, for example Liang Tingwang, David Holm, Meng Yuanyao, Liao 
Mingjun didn’t mention that. The causes are as follows. Firstly, as background, it is difficult for rock 
to interest people. Secondly, the scholars of Zhuang literature are few. Few scholars approach rock 
paintings from the perspective of literature because talents in literature are rare to find in Guangxi. 
Because it could not be used directly in life, literature is mostly regarded as useless by many people. 
Even if literature is an important part of culture, it has been ignored for quite a long period of time. 
There are 30 papers chosen in the 2nd China- Asean Culture Forum, 61 papers in the 4th, and over 70 
in the 5th. But there is only 2 papers concerning Zhuang Literature written by Yang Xiubo, which are 
about Zhuang folk literature in the 4th and the flood in Zhuang mythology in the 5th Forum. The 
scholars who know foreign language and minority literature are but a few. People get insight when 
they get a comparative system for reference. It is only in comparison that its features come to light. 
Professor Jin Li published a book about Zhuang folk literature, but she did not mention Huashan rock 
painting, which was translated into Chinese only recently. Some papers appear concerning Guangxi 
literature written  by Wen Cunchao, Lv Wenjie, Huang Linwei in CNKI and a book by Chen Jinwen, 
Liang Tingwang but without any about a rock painting.  

Some scholars believe that Huashan rock painting describes the rite of a group of people praying 
for rain for the purpose of a bumper harvest (Liao Mingjun); worshipping frog, the Zhuang patron god 
(Liang Tingwang, 1986: 20); a military parade to celebrate a decisive victory (Liang Renbao); one of 
three worlds consisting of heaven, earth and water, the head of which are god of thunder, Buluotuo 
and Tuer, brothers originated from a rock egg (Liu Yahu). Lv Wenjie deals with folk stories, Qiu 
Yuhong integrates various viewpoints, emphasizing its distinguished characteristics by comparing it 
with things elsewhere. The above-mentioned research approaches the Huashan rock painting from the 
perspective of religion, worship and war. However, there is not any content about the rock of rock 
paintings because it is hard for rock to enter the field of pure literature research. It could only be seen 
at the converging point of the fields of literature, culture and art, etc. The rock painting is beside a 
quiet river. The ancient time shows its face in modern age as if the giant rock painting crosses the 
corridor of time, astonishing and perplexing people.  

Rock is the focus of attention here related with mythology, folk tradition and Chinese classics. 
The rock is regarded as painting during the East Zhou to the Han dynasty, about 5th. century B.C. to 
2th. Century A.D. (Leading Group Office in Chongzuo City for the Leftjiang River Huashan Rock 
Painting to Apply for World Cultural Heritage, 2015: 25).  

Huashan rock painting is giant, setting off ochre red which evokes the mixed feelings of 
vicissitudes of the world. Leonardo da Vinci said that “The most pleasant is the colors in comparison” 
(Tong Qingbing, Cheng Zhengmin, 2011: 21). “ Only when there is quality simple basis could a 
painting be radiantly beautiful (Huang Kan). “Light colour is the most splendid (Li Chu)”. Only a 
pale colour could set off the full effect of red. The rock itself is plain, grand and ancient. Except the 
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artistic beauty, it reflects the rich culture meanings concerning heaven and earth, gods, ancestors in 
both Zhuang mythology and Zhuang people’s faith. 

2 THE ETERNITY OF ROCK 

Rock paintings keep alive the traditional Zhuang people’s faith. “Yin alternate with Yang continuously. 
Years and life are like early morning dew. Life is like a temporary stay in the world as a guest. Thus 
it is not as stable as rock (Guo Maoqian). Life is transient but rock lasts. Being hard, rock is the symbol 
of solidity and eternity. The protagonist in one of the four most famous Chinese classics, A Journey to 
the West, Sun Wukong is a monkey from a rock. He is in the fire of a god, Laojun’s furnace for 49 
days. He does not die, instead, his eyes are changed into fire eyes with gold eyeballs which could see 
through truth in an instant. In another classic, A Dream of Red Mansions, absorbing the essence of 
heaven and earth, a rock can change its size freely. Taoist priest, Kongkong takes it into human beings’ 
world and it is given birth to in Rongguo Mansion. The rock in Chinese classics is part of heaven. Jade 
hides itself in a rock. “A pearl is in the shell of a pearl oyster. Gem is in rock. The inside is bright but 
the appearance is not (Lao Dan). Rock is mysterious inside. Various layers of rock records the history 
of the world. Sea shells are found on Himalayas. It is concluded that many years ago it was sea instead 
of a lofty mountain there. The bones of dinosaurs were found and people began to know that dinosaurs 
existed in the world in the remote past. Rock witnesses the evolution of the world.      

“Gong Gong fights with Zhuan Xu for the position of king. Gonggong is so angry that he hits the 
Buzhou mountain. The column of the heaven and the cord connecting the earth are broken. Nv Wa 
tempers five-color-rock to mend the sky. She cuts down the feet of a huge legendary turtle to make 
use of them as the four columns of heaven (Wang Chong, Part 15). In Chinese mythology, the material 
Nv Wa mends the sky is five-color-rock. Heaven is eternal and so is its material, rock. Rock is hard 
and the painting on it could survive thousands of years. Ancient painting could be seen at present 
because of the quality of stability of rock. It is surprising to see the ancient civilization on the rock. 
Rock symbolizes  Zhuang people’s strong will. 

3 A BRIDGE BETWEEN HEAVEN AND EARTH   

The Huashan is a lofty rock mountain. “The heaven is in the mountain. Smallness contains bigness 
(Bu Shang).” Mountains are sacred in China for many famous temples with gymnosophists cultivating 
their virtue and talents are in deep mountains. “The God” of poems, Li Bai wrote like this, “Fearing 
not to go to the Five greatest mountains in pursuit of gods, I’d like to visit the famous mountains all 
my life.” It is refreshing in a mountain. “Thunder cultivates everything in a mountain, which is called 
the symptom of thriving (ibid)”. Thunder brings about rain, the origin of life.  

As the Chinese saying goes, “The cliff is thousands feet high. It is hard because of its cherishing 
no desire.” It is so high that it often brings to mind being the residence of gods. As the origin place of 
rice agriculture, Zhuang people worship god of thunder because rice grows in water. Zhuang people 
live in the southwest China. It is rainy. Some places are called “thunder area”. Once a clap of thunder 
comes, thousands following, shaking the heaven and earth. It is not hard to imagine the ancient people 
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in awe of thunder god. Zhuang Bronze drums imitate the rumble of thunder. As the folk story says, the 
frog is the thunder god’s son. He would tell his father with his shouts when the earth needs water. A 
lot of bronze drums appear on Zuojiang rock paintings. Some bronze drums were unearthed with frogs 
on them, revealing the evidence of ancient mythology and rock paintings because it is said that bronze 
drums are musical instruments to communicate with the heaven. There are frogs on most unearthed 3 
types bronze drums, Beiliu, Lingshan, and Coldwater Rushing bronze drums (Liang Tingwang, 1986: 
20). 

Frogs are important in Zhuang culture because they eat plant pests so that they are the loyal 
assistants to rice agriculture. Together with frogs, there are image of the sun on rock paintings, making 
the picture of rice agriculture civilization. In Guangxi, the rice agricultural area, the god of thunder is 
the king of heaven (Meng Yuanyao, 2012: 71), which is not the case of other places in China. Ancient 
Zhuang people’s awe of nature are meaningful to keep the ecological balance.  

Images of frogs or people in the posture of frogs pervade the rock painting. The Huashan is close 
to the heaven on the top and water at its foot. In the middle are the sons of thunder god, underneath, 
water, the mother of frogs. Frogs are close to their mother and father. It is a harmonious picture of a 
family.  

4 SACREDNESS OF ROCK 

Rock caves were primitive people’s shelters. Black symbolizes a womb which gives birth to everything 
in ancient time. It changes into various caves, karst caves or rock caves which extend to the depths of 
the earth. Accumulating the energy of life, animals and plants in it thrive. Hence, a rock cave is a 
sacred place for primitive people. In many legendary tales, cave is the origin and residence of heroes 
and gods because they could absorb the life energy from caves and transform themselves (Pastoureau, 
2016: 006). A rock cave is especially important in Zhuang culture.  

4.1 A stone cave: the greatest god’s residence 

The protector of Zhuang people, Buluotuo lives in a rock cave. “Bu” means a reputable old man; “Luo” 
means “know“; “Tuo” means “to create a lot”. Thus, “Buluotuo” means a reputable and erudite man 
who creates a lot of things. There is a sentence in a classic of Preface 1 of Buluotuo Classic Poems, 
“Buluotuo’s house is in a cave. His village is at the foot of a rock mountain (Guangxi Office of 
Organizing and Planning to Publish Minorities Classics in Zhuang Autonomous Region, China, 2016: 
008).” A god’s living place is sacred, not to mention that of the greatest god of Zhuang people’s, their 
ancestor and protector.   

4.2 Material of heaven and earth 

Rock is essential in Buluotuo Classic Poems. 

God of thunder shapes it into large rock, 
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Which stabilizes the earth. 

And then into a massive rock 

Which stabilizes the earth 

Which is not complete still. 

… 

It (A solitary wasp) bites it with the sound of “jijiji” for three years. 

It (A dung beetle) bites it with chirping for seven years. 

Cracks begin to appear in the rock  

Like a field snail opening his mouth. 

… 

A hundred persons take a hundred chains. 

A thousand persons draw the same net. 

Splitting the rock into two parts 

With the one lifting changing into the sky 

Making the heaven containing horrible thunder god,  

Clouds connecting with each other 

Stars twinkling their eyes; 

With the other one falling down 

Changing into the earth which contains loongs (a very long animal like a snake with claws but 
with the power of god). 

… 

Three slices of stones fly towards three corners 

And four slices fly to the four directions 

Forming four seasons with Yin and Yang 

That is the beginning of heaven and earth 

Leaving a stone alone 
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Which rolls three steps away 

Transforming into black female cattle  

And a male water buffalo.   

(Guangxi Office of Organizing and Planning to Publish Minorities Classics in Zhuang 
Autonomous Region, China, 2016:21-25)  

In the mythology concerning creation of the world, thunder god creates stone into which a solitary 
wasp and a dung beetle bite and cracks appear in it. The stone is split into two parts which form heaven 
and earth. Four seasons, cattle and water buffalo also come from the rock. In Zhuang culture, stone is 
sacred because it is the material of the world and it stabilizes the heaven and earth. Huashan rock 
painting is on a huge rock, rousing the sense of sacredness. 

4.3 The site of frog worship 

Ancient Zhuang people’s frog worship is closely related with death and rebirth. Based on observation, 
people notice that a toad is like newly-birthed after casting off its skin. They connect it naturally with 
rebirth. The toad regains youth through sloughing its skin. Otherwise, it leads to death (Li Siying, 2012: 
35). Frog itself is also the symbol of death. Legend has it that a frog deprives human beings of the 
ability to slough skin, bringing about death to the earth (Li Siying, 2012: 33-34). A Zhuang story, “A 
frog king” describes a frog taking the king’s report off the wall. Afterwards, he defeats enemy by 
exhaling fire. At the sumptuous feast to celebrate victory, the frog transforms himself into a handsome 
young man. He marries a princess and becomes a king later. The story suggests that Zhuang people 
regard a frog as their protector.  

It often rains thick and fast in Zhuang area. Because a frog’s thin lung wall cannot get enough 
oxygen, mucus on the skin helps it. If it is dry, mucus becomes dry and it has trouble breathing. Its 
sound is weak. Experienced men could know the coming of drought according to that. Ancient Zhuang 
people felt that a frog could summon wind and rain because of its special relationship with the god of 
thunder (Liang Tingwang, 1986: 21).  

4.4 Home of souls 

Rocks concern not only the birth of mythical world, but also the resting place of Zhuang people’s souls. 
“Zhuang people believe that cliffs are dwellings of souls as well as their road to heaven. Cliffs are 
homes for Zhuang people’s souls to return to (Liang Tingwang, 1986: 22)”. Therefore, cliffs are the 
place for rock cave tombs. Zhuang people’s tombs are mostly in the middle or top of a mountain. They 
like to bury or bury for the second time in a rock cave on a high mountain. The higher it is, the better. 
Rock caves were ancient Zhuang people’s shelters.  Zhuang people worship their ancestors. As the 
road to heaven, cliffs are sacred. 

Even at present, ancestors are worshiped by Zhuang people. People remain their ancient tradition 
in Guangxi. Usually a big family lives in a village. Most families are relatives. There is a place in the 
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village for ancestor worship, ancestral hall. It is spectacular when they worship their ancestors. 
Everyone will come back to celebrate the most important festival, “March 3” which is valued more 
than the Spring Festival by Zhuang people. Carrying heavy food, Zhuang people take pains to go to 
the bury places on distant mountains to worship their ancestors .  

“To respect ancestor are in fact, to worship the source of one’s life. People often worship heaven, 
earth, king, parents, etc. at a shrine at the same time (Meng Yuanyao, 2012: 39). Ancestors worship of 
Zhuang people becomes group consciousness and ethics. Huapo in charge of flowers, regarded as the 
souls of Zhuang people, and Fuxi are regarded as the earliest ancestors, origin of life and god of 
marriage. It is to show the respect for being endowed with life (ibid, 39).      

5 FROGS WORSHIP: THE MAGUAI FESTIVAL AND MAGUAI DANCE 

Being regarded as a god in charge of rain, frogs are called as “Maguai” by Zhuang people. Frog 
worship is influential in counties of Donglan, Bama, Fengshan, Tiane in the Red River Basin. There 
are about 300 Maguai pavilions and numerous slopes of Maguai tombs. On January 1 every lunar year, 
people there offer sacrifices to Maguai to celebrate “Maguai Festival” or “Frog Festival”. The festival 
centers on frogs, including activities of looking for Maguai, praying to Maguai for happiness, singing 
Maguai, Maguai funeral. Firstly, people old and young look for a frog. The person who gets the first 
frog is regarded as being blessed with the best luck. Finding a frog heralds copious rain in the year. 
After offering sacrifices and praying for happiness, various activities are carried out. People sing to 
beating bronze drums. It is said that the purpose of beating bronze drums is to let god of thunder hear 
his sons’ sound and know people’s need. Ancient Zhuang people looked on the sound mixing frog 
shouts, the sound of bronze drums and thunder as the sign of rain. With bronze drums to call god of 
frog, praying for rain is the origin of the Maguai Festival. The festival lasts for about a week or a month 
according to traditions in different places.   

Maguai dance of Zhuang people was listed on the first series National Intangible Cultural 
Heritage in 2007. The posture of Maguai dance is like frogs. Most probably the original purpose of the 
Maguai dance and rock paintings is to entertain god and to communicate with god. It is the expression 
of the harmonious system of heaven and earth. Rock is good to carry people’s hope for happiness 
because of its stable quality. 

There are a lot of pictures in the shape of frog on Huashan rock paintings. Frog is totem of a 
primitive tribe. “Ou” is the pronunciation marker of early ancient Chinese character, “frog”. “Ou”, 
“Wu hu”, “He pu” are the pronunciation markers of same Chinese word in different ages. “He pu” is 
quite close to the pronunciation of Zhuang people. Therefore, Ou tribe means frog tribe. “Ouluo” 
means a frog tribe in valleys (Liang Tingwang, 1986: 20). The Xia dynasty was annihilated by the 
Shang dynasty in 1711 B.C. and the name,”Ou” appeared for the first time in  Yi Yin’s report. As 
ancestors of Zhuang people, Ou was still listed with Gui, Sunzi, Linchen, etc. (ibid, 20). However, 
when the war between the Qin dynasty and Ou began, West Ou was the representative of one party 
and the name of other tribes disappeared. It suggested that the tribe held the leadership then. … Yi 
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Yusong was the chief of West Ou tribe. … After about 1,400 years, West Ou had finished the task of 
unifying those tribes (ibid, 20).   

Enveloping the sacred images, the rock paintings are sacred.   

6 THE CULTURAL VALUE 

As early as the Spring-autumn period, people knew that “If an ax is used at appropriate time, wood 
will be more than enough for people to use (Meng Ke).” Zhuang people worship large trees. They 
believe that a big tree has its own soul. Therefore, usually they would not cut a big tree. In the Zhuang 
mythology, god of frog is the son of god of thunder and god of water, therefore it could jump into his 
mother’s bosom at any time when he is near water. Huashan Cliff paintings are just beside the Left 
River. The frog is near his father and mother. The cliff paintings make a harmonious picture of a whole 
family of heaven, frog (people) and water . 

7 CONCLUSION 

 Because rock is the very material of creating the world, rock is sacred. Frogs are thunder god’s son, 
therefore, the frog shape painted on the Huashan becomes sacred. The rock painting also shows rice 
culture. People’s life depends on heaven, nature and the rice assistant, frogs. The mountain cliff is 
regarded by Zhuang people as the residence of gods. It is like paradise in the west. Some old man 
looked at the cliff for a long time, even in the hope of opening the door of the cliff (Liang Tingwang, 
1986: 22). Gods worship, ancestors worship and heaven and earth worship converge here.  

Ochre red is used to paint the cliff paintings. Red is the colour of blood, which symbolizes life, 
energy and passion. It paints a song of life, interweaving holiness, grandeur and simplicity. The 
paintings consist of heaven and earth, gods and human beings, life and death, transience and eternity. 
As rare scenery in the world, the Huashan rock painting is awe inspiring. It reflects people’s worship 
of nature, ancestor, heaven and earth, the source of life. They value human beings’ life as well as life 
in nature. The Zhuang people are humble before nature. They respect human beings’ garden deeply, 
which ensures the harmonious relationship between Zhuang people and the environment.  

The ecological balance is upset in many places in the world at present. Various disasters lead to 
environmental crisis of the world. However, Zhuang people’s deep reverence for nature remains the 
same even long after the primitive period. Their ancient belief remains intact as if they are far beyond 
the modern civilization. Their nature worship, totem worship, ancestors worship seem primitive as if 
they are the label of “backward culture”. But their ideas get the transcendence of sacredness all of a 
sudden against the background of environmental crisis. 

The loss of reverence is the source of many modern crises or diseases. The rock represents the 
simplicity of Zhuang people’s firm belief. It is simple but sacred. Its meaning becomes obvious in the 
age of world plague of covid-19.  .  
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